
Getting to Ferreirola
Ferreirola 18414, Granada, Spain 36°55'46"N 3°18'48"W
What 3 Words: www.what3words.com flexibility.fellow.touches
Although Ferreirola is in a relatively remote and secluded location it is not too difficult to get to 
and any extra effort is undoubtedly worth it. Everyone who comes to La Taha never wants to 
leave!

Airports (with distances from Ferreirola)
Granada  84 km (52 miles)      /     Malaga  136 km (84 miles)      /      Almeria  134 km (83 miles)

Driving to Ferreirola
The easiest way of getting to Ferreirola is by car. If you are flying in to Granada, Almeria or 
Malaga the simplest thing is to hire a car at the airport. However, unless you are planning to 
extend your stay beyond the retreat you will have no need for a car once you are in Ferreirola 
itself so you may prefer a pick-up (see below). This is often cheaper than hiring a car, 
especially if you are sharing the taxi.
Driving times to Ferreirola from the airports
From Granada approximately 1½ hours / From Almeria or Malaga approximately 2¼ hours
Please note: If you are arriving in Ferreirola by car do NOT attempt to drive into the village beyond the 
plaza by the church. Park in the plaza, call us and we will come and meet you and help you with your 
bags. The village roads are too narrow for cars (whatever Google Maps or satnav might tell you).
Airport transfers
If you wish we can easily arrange airport pick-ups / drop-offs. Please contact us to arrange 
these. The price is dependant on which airport you are coming from and how many people are 
sharing the taxi. We can usually arrange a taxi share if you are travelling on your own. Prices:
To / from        Malaga     Granada
1 person 125 euros 85 euros
2 people sharing     67.50 pp 50 pp
3 people sharing     50 pp  40 pp
4 people sharing     40 pp 35 pp
Buses
There are frequent buses from Malaga (1’ 45”) or Almeria (2’) to central Granada, which is 
closer to Ferreirola, so you could take a bus to Granada from either airport and then hire a car 
there or we can arrange a pick-up / drop-off from / to Granada bus station.
There is also a very good value bus from Granada to Pitres (2’ 45”), which is a 10 minute taxi 
ride from Ferreirola. You can see the timetable and book the Pitres bus on    www.alsa.com
Please note that the Alsa website only recognises Pitres as “Empalme Pitres”.
Trains
There are trains to Granada from Madrid (and thus connections to other cities in Spain). 
It is also possible to travel by train all the way from London to Granada via Paris and Barcelona. And 
of course from other cities across Europe. This is the greenest and most comfortable way to get from 
London to Granada. No airports, no maximum baggage allowance, comfortable seats, great views. 
And it isn’t much more expensive than the plane. You could make it a really special trip with lunch in 
Paris and a night in Barcelona or Madrid or Granada. Or all 3……… 

Rome2Rio.com is a good site for travel advice / booking buses and trains from abroad
seat61.com is the essential site for any train travel anywhere in the world
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